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I Rest In Peace
 
Have you ever tried to listen the silence?
It sounds more than an echo..
beyond imaginations and peace of mind..
Just like you and me..
I am your silence and you are my echo....
You flow in my shallow veins...
I am incomplete without your soul..
Become my echo prior I rest in peace.
 
 
Rai Singh Gurtej RSG
 
Gurtej Singh
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I Would Meet My Peace In Another World
 
I would meet you in another world.
Being sociable is my fear.
Embraced by cowardness,
Decency i name it.
I have beaten sarcasm,
Described my failure in different ways.
To accept you in front of this world
Is just a dream.
I would meet my Peace in another world.
 
Inevitable bars I persist with.
Parental Gravity has pulled me in.
Engraved thoughts of being with you,
Oozes you out as a silence.
To accept you in front of this world
Is just a dream.
I hope I would meet my Aman in another world.
 
RAI SINGH GURTEJ RSG
 
Gurtej Singh
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Peace Is My Trait
 
Darkness was my mate..
Until you poured a light of you in me..
And became my fate..
Sooner darkness got diluted..
Now Peace is my trait..
 
I had wiped drops of your smile..
Saturated all the moments from mind..
Still the sublime essence of you gushed in me..
Has defined a different tale.
Now Peace is my trait.
 
An Attempt to get furtive..
Had gone into vain..
With your orphic presence..
Made me nonplussed..
The infernal world has gone silent..
Ever since I am in your wait.
Now Aman is my trait.
 
 
Rai Singh Gurtej RSG
 
Gurtej Singh
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